In order to compute trajectory of three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton, three dimensional over approximate flow pipeline volume algorithm for three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton is proposed. Firstly, it defines the three variables real-time linear algebraic program and three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton. And then, it introduces flow pipe approximate method and gives three conclusions of continuous transition relation. Next it obtains three dimensional over approximate flow pipeline volume algorithm. Finally, fighter flight movement automaton example proves algorithm validation.
Introduction
In the reachable set computation, it is able to ensure that computation reachable set is expansion of actual reachable set. This type of verification method is over approximation method. For security verification problems, over approximate method is from initial state set and forward calculation reachable set. Finally, it checks whether reachable set within security states set or not. Over approximate method compute state value along system dynamic evolution [1, 2] . Continuous state space is divided into finite subspaces. It uses approximate method to judge all reachable subspaces. It obtains possibility discrete transition [3] .
The reachable set expression method and continuous dynamic type limit are two key questions in the over approximate method. The reachable set expression method has hyper rectangle method, polyhedron method and ellipsoid method. Hyper rectangle method is easy to express. Hyper rectangle surface number and continuous space dimension become the linear relations. In order to make over approximate not excessively conservative, it needs increase the massive grids. Polyhedron method can be done very good approximation in convex sets [4] . But the number of polyhedron surfaces and apexes increases with continuous space dimension. Polyhedron method is not suitable for the high dimensional system. Ellipsoid and continuous space dimension become secondary relation [5] . But intersect and merge parts no longer are ellipsoids. It is seen that reachable set expression more complex, the more hyper rectangle, polyhedron and ellipsoid need. At present most over approximate method is difficult to deal with nonlinear system and it is generally limited continuous dynamic behaviour to linear systems. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, it introduces three variables real-time linear algebraic programs and establishes three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton. In section 3, it proposes the flow pipeline over approximate method of three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton. In section 4, it gets three dimensional over approximate flow pipeline volume algorithm of three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton. In section 5, fighter flight movement automaton example proves algorithm validation. 
Three Variables Real-Time Linear Algebraic Hybrid Automata
is the post-state value of three variables real-time linear algebraic program transition,
is the pre-state value of three variables real-time linear algebraic program transition.
is three dimensional column vector. () i ftis a variable polynomial of degree one which the constant term is zero or ()
is monotonous and at least includes a polynomial of degree one.
Definition 2(Three Variables Real-Time Linear Algebraic Hybrid Automaton) A three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton is a tuple H=<Q, V，HX, Init, Lab, E, Inv, F, R >, where 1) Q is a set of system discrete locations. 2) V is a set of system continuous variables. 3) HX is a set of system continuous variables values.
4)
Init Q HX  is a set of system initial states. System initial states value set 0
Inv is a set of continuous variables invariants. 8) F is a set of three variables real-time linear algebraic programs which describe system continuous variables dynamic processes. 9) R is a set of discrete location transition conditions.
Flow Pipeline over Approximate Method
In the three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton, system continuous dynamic behaviour trajectory in any time period 0 [ , ] f tt cannot be accurately calculated. In order to effectively compute system continuous dynamic reachable set from system initial state 00 [ , ]
Flow pipeline is from initial state 00 , qX  of three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton in each time period reachable state set. Flow pipeline can reflect system continuous variables value change in one time period and describe system continuous dynamic evolution process. 
, 
Three Dimensional over Approximate Flow Pipeline Volume Algorithm
Three dimensional flow pipeline volume algorithm is based on three dimensional convex polyhedron volume algorithm. Three dimensional convex polyhedron volume algorithm is usually adopted segmentation method. Firstly, it divides three dimensional convex polyhedron into some three dimensional tetrahedrons. Secondly, it computes every three dimensional tetrahedron volume.
Finally, it adds all tetrahedron volume into three dimensional convex polyhedron volume. Assume that a three dimensional convex polyhedron can be divided into m three dimensional tetrahedrons. The points of m three dimensional tetrahedrons are 0 1 2 3 , , , , , , , , Q . The set of automaton initial sates is 0
In the discrete location q 1 the three variables real time linear algebraic program f 1 is 11 22 33 100 100 500
In the discrete location q 2 the three variables real time linear algebraic program f 2 is 11 22 33 50 50 500
In the discrete location q 3 the three variables real time linear algebraic program f 3 is 11 22 33 100 100 1000
In the discrete location q 4 the three variables real time linear algebraic program f 4 is 11 22 33 50 50 1000
The invariants set Inv 0 is   The fighter flight movement automaton in all invariants set as a time section T=0.1 seconds carries on three dimensional over approximate flow pipeline volume computation. Over approximate flow pipeline volume of fighter flight movement automaton are V 0 ≈11313, V 1 ≈41569, V 2 ≈40398, V 3 ≈80796, V 4 ≈80199.
Summary
In this paper, three dimensional over approximate flow pipeline volume algorithm of three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton is proposed. It can compute trajectory of three variables real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton. In the future work, we will study its application.
